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HOW TO HANDLE FACE-SAVING IN THE CHINESE
CHURCH THROUGH SERVANT-LEADERSHIP
JIYING SONG
Leaders unknowingly functioning out of face-saving, thetendency to try to protect one s standing or reputation or
to avoid losing some aspect of these, have a negative impact on
organizational leadership. The purpose of this paper is to
discuss how leaders can mitigate the negative influence of
face-saving through servant-leadership in the Chinese church
setting.
According to Global Leadership and Organizational
Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) researchers, organizational
leadership is the ability of an individual to influence, motivate,
and enable others to contribute toward the effectiveness and
success of the organizations of which they are members 
(House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004, p. 56). The
strong cultural influence of not losing face presents a unique
challenge for organizational leaders. If leaders are as anxious
and reactive as the people they serve, those served will not be
served well (Steinke, 1996, p. 96). The desire to gain face and
the fear of losing face will likely permeate leaders decision
making processes without even being noticed.
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Face is an abstract term, intangible, and hard to define.
Goffman (1955) defines face as the positive social value a
person effectively claims for himself [or herself] by the line
others assume he [or she] has taken during a particular contact.
Face is an image of self delineated in terms of approved social
attributes (p. 213). Ho (1976) claims that face is never a
purely individual thing (p. 882) and interprets face in terms of
two interacting parties; face is the reciprocated compliance,
respect, and/or deference that each party expects from, and
extends to, the other party (p. 883). He distinguishes face
from authority, standards of behavior, personality, status,
dignity, honor, and prestige (p. 867). Goffman (1955) names
the actions taken by a person to maintain face, to avoid losing
face, or to gain face as facework. And Ho (1976) regards the
desire to take facework as a powerful social motive (p. 883).
Hofstede (2001) introduced the term face in his Cultural
Dimensions Theory and understands the definition of face from
the point of view of the social environment instead of the
individual. From the above discussion we can see that face is a
socially constructed phenomenon and plays a strong
motivational role in organizational leadership (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966; Ho, 1976).
In this paper, I will discuss the challenge of face-saving in
Chinese churches and the characteristics of servant-leadership;
then I will use one of my experiences to illustrate how to
handle face-saving through awareness and healing from a
servant-leadership model. This paper concludes that with the
will to love and the will to meaning, leaders awareness and
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healing will help them handle face-saving well and alleviate
face-saving s negative impact on leadership.
THE CHALLENGE OF FACE-SAVING IN CHINESE
CHURCHES
From my experience of serving in house churches and my
study of Chinese church history, I find that the strong cultural
influence of not losing face presents a unique challenge for
Chinese pastors with regard to healthy spiritual formation and
leadership (Friedman, 2007; Scazzero & Bird, 2003;
VanVonderen, 1989). The Church in China is wobbling
because the emotional aspects of faith are left unaddressed and
spiritual formation training is missing. Without knowledge of
self, pastors and leaders cannot effectively handle their own
emotions. Neither do they function well in church leadership
and pastoral care roles since there is a lack of understanding of
the implications of the fear of losing face. This situation is a
barrier to spiritual formation which is an important part of
church leadership.
In Chinese culture, face is a concept developed in
Confucianism as the most delicate standard by which Chinese
social intercourse is regulated (Lin, 1935, p. 200). In order to
keep social interactions going smoothly, people are required
to convey minimally acceptable public images of themselves
and likewise to assist other people in maintaining their social
identities as well (Zhang, Cao, & Grigoriou, 2011, p. 130).
Interestingly, in my involvement in ministry to Chinese
international students and visiting scholars on the George Fox
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University campus for four years, I have encountered this
cultural phenomenon in America as well. The struggle of
keeping face is especially prominent when these persons
experience culture shock.
However, face is not a unique phenomenon to Chinese
culture, but is found in other cultures as well. According to
Lohse s (1968) study, the Greek word appears first
in Homer and denotes the face or countenance of man.
sometimes is used for form or figure since the
face presents the whole appearance of a figure. In the
Hellenistic period, with the sense of person 
indicates a person s position in human society. According to
Epictetus, it is every [person s] business to play well in life
the role [ ] assigned specifically to him [or her] 
(Lohse, 1968, p. 770). Thus face becomes a public self.
is closely related to the Latin word persona, which
means mask, role, person, and prominent personage. 
Probably under the influence of persona, took on
the sense of representing a person legally in the 6th century
(Lohse, 1968). Today, for instance, Lee (2011) uses the face
of the other to represent our neighbor, the person other than
ourselves.
Face does not stand by itself, but is built upon other cultural
components: hierarchy, humility, and harmony (Kim, Cohen,
& Au, 2010). The stability of the hierarchy is valued and
individuals should show humility and preserve harmony in
their relationships (Miron-Spektor, Paletz, & Lin, 2015). They
tend to avoid conflicts and code their words when they speak;
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additionally, some unspoken rules govern this system which is
typically shame-based (VanVonderen, 1989).
In my M.Div. thesis, I researched how Chinese Christians
have gone through a very dramatic shift. After the
establishment of Western Christianity in China and the
emergence of Chinese Christianity, Chinese Christians
suddenly faced severe persecution from 1949 to 1979. The
Chinese Economic Reform in 1980 opened the door for the
reconstruction of Chinese Christianity and contributed to its
revival (Song, 2016). However, many Christians who survived
the persecution are living with the struggle of shame and loss
of face because they compromised their faith in some way in
order to survive (Lian, 2010; Whyte, 1988; Ying, 2006). Today
in China the Church is growing rapidly, yet the Church is
wobbling because there is inadequate spiritual formation to
help with the emotional aspects of faith.
Spiritual formation training is largely missing in house
churches in China. This work is beyond many pastors ability
because they do not have formal training and hardly see their
own true self behind the curtain of face. While I was serving in
a house church in China, the church grew from seven people to
more than one hundred. During this time, the ideas of emotion,
shame, inner being, and spiritual formation were hardly
mentioned in the church teaching. Pastors and teachers present
truths from the Bible and encourage the believers to live a
Christ-like life, but the formation of the inner person in order to
live this kind of life has been missing. Emphasis on knowledge
of self is missing. Even though some pastors are spiritually
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mature, they remain underdeveloped in the formation of the
inner person (Friedman, 2007; Scazzero & Bird, 2003;
VanVonderen, 1989). As church leaders, without knowledge of
self, they are unlikely to handle their own or other members 
problems well.
First, the underdevelopment leads some pastors to work
extremely hard while repressing their inner struggles. Ignoring
their own emotions and past, they are more likely to experience
burnout. They rarely realize the effort required to look beneath
the surface of their own emotions and seldom know how to
break the power of the past and bring healing to the present
(Scazzero & Bird, 2003). Within a face culture, they become
trapped in the cycle of working harder in order to measure up
and gain honor (VanVonderen, 1989).
Second, without knowing self, a pastor cannot handle
leadership well. Unaware of their own brokenness (Scazzero &
Bird, 2003), pastors and church leaders easily fall into the
power struggle trap in order to gain face or avoid losing face.
Lacking both strong self-confidence and humility, they more
likely use the will to power to attempt to fix people or stay in
charge (Friedman, 2007). A house church in China with more
than one thousand members split several years ago. The main
reason was that the pastor was retiring and he promoted four
leaders to lead the church. Several factors were at play;
however, without a clear organizational structure and a good
model of cooperative leadership, these four pastors were
involved in a game of gaining face. It finally led to the split of
the church, and people were hurt. One of the four pastors left
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with about fifty people. They felt they were rejected by the
church, by the community, and further, by God. Later, this
pastor started a new house church, and people came back to
God again.
Third, without knowing self, pastors can neither deliver
good pastoral care nor heal others, or even themselves. If a
pastor has not entered his or her own world, how can he or she
enter the world of others (Scazzero & Bird, 2003)? If they
cannot build wholeness in themselves, how can they lead
others and their community to wholeness (Greenleaf,
1977/2002)? Pastors also need to have strong self-
differentiation in order to keep separate while remaining
connected to their flock. They must manage their own
reactivity without becoming lost in the anxious process
(Friedman, 2007). Meanwhile, with the fear of losing face, the
people in need tend not to look for help or not to communicate
their needs, because asking for help means confessing their
own inability which leads to shame (VanVonderen, 1989). A
closed attitude leaves many people lost in their own struggles
without getting help.
Face-saving is one of my own leadership weaknesses as
well. My husband told me that I tend to be defensive and want
to save face sometimes. I refused to admit this. One day, I
bought a computer and told him about it later. He said to me
that this computer was not a good brand and I should return it
and get another one. I was so upset and questioned him about
knowing nothing about my situation since he lives on the other
side of the Pacific Ocean. I hung up Skype and did not want to
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talk with him. Twenty days later, this computer had a problem,
and I had to return it with a 25% restocking fee. Later, I had to
admit that I was being defensive and did not want to lose face
when he questioned my decision. I want to be correct all the
time; this is another of my leadership weaknesses. These two
weaknesses prevented me from making the right decision. My
husband had been working with all kinds of computer factories
for 18 years and, of course, he knew which brand was of good
quality. It was so obvious, but I refused to listen to him because
I did not want to be corrected and lose face.
Face culture is like an ocean in which fish are swimming
without knowing its existence. According to Wittgenstein, we
communicate from within a language game according to its
grammars (rules) which are like banks of rivers channeling
communications via certain familiar ways of relating and
understanding (Lock & Strong, 2010, p. 158). For leaders,
first we have to gain awareness of what grammars we are
playing with and how we can stay above them in order to
understand them better (Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Lock & Strong,
2010). Second, I would argue that the fear of losing face is out
of our own brokenness and will lead to the hurt of others
(Friedman, 2007; Scazzero & Bird, 2003; VanVonderen, 1989).
We have to examine our own fear and build up our wholeness
in order to bring healing to ourselves and to the people we lead.
Awareness and healing are two significant characteristics of
Greenleaf s servant-leadership, to which I will turn in the next
section.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVANT-LEADERSHIP
Robert K. Greenleaf (1904-1990) was a Quaker thinker and
servant-leader. Retired from AT&T, he devoted his life to
leadership studies. Drawing from his experiential leadership
practice and deep Quaker spirituality, he coined the term
servant-leadership and defined it as:
The servant-leader is servant first. . . . It begins with the
natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first. Then
conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead. That person
is sharply different from one who is leader first, perhaps
because of the need to assuage an unusual power drive or
to acquire material possessions. For such it will be a later
choice to serve after leadership is established. The
leader-first and the servant-first are two extreme types.
Between them there are shadings and blends that are part
of the infinite variety of human nature. (Greenleaf,
1977/2002, p. 27, italics in original)
I was once a leader in an IT company for twelve years. I
worked really hard and strove to lead to help others, but I have
to admit that I was leader-first because I was power driven with
the desire for success and material possessions. I established
my leadership and then wanted to serve. I did not start my path
with the natural feeling to serve first. For understanding the
servant-leader, let us take a look at Greenleaf s (1977/2002)
best test:
Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while being
served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous,
more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is
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the effect on the least privileged in society; will they
benefit, or, at least, not be further deprived? (p. 27, italics
in original)
This strikes me; I have to look back carefully. When I was
a leader of forty people, some of them became healthier, wiser,
freer, and more autonomous. But probably none of them
became or likely would become servants. More importantly,
the least privileged in my department probably were not
benefited if not further deprived. I am aware that even this
evaluation is questionable since the power of evaluation is not
in me, but in the people I led. Although Greenleaf and Spears
emphasize the test about whether the least privileged in society
are deprived (Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Spears, 2004, 2010),
many servant-leadership scholars omit this part from their
literature reviews (e.g., Barbuto & Wheeler, 2006;
Doraiswamy, 2012; Hamilton, 2005; van Dierendonck &
Patterson, 2015). When we look at Greenleaf s test for wisdom,
we have to have the awareness of not depriving the least
privileged by further ignoring them.
Based on Greenleaf s writings, Spears has identified ten
characteristics of a servant-leader. I will bring in my
understanding of Chinese culture to present these ten
characteristics.
Listening
In Chinese culture, hierarchy is highly valued and people
usually do not challenge their own leaders. According to
traditional leadership paradigms, leaders are persuaders and
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decision-makers. Leaders have to talk and others have to listen.
Although communication is an important skill for servant-
leaders, intense and sustained listening (Greenleaf,
1977/2002, p. 235) is more important because true listening
builds strength in other people (p. 31) and it will help people
find that wholeness . . . is only achieved by serving (p. 235).
Servant-leaders listen to not only what is being said and unsaid,
but also to one s own inner voice (Spears, 2010). They ask
often, Are we really listening? 
Empathy
While having empathy for their people, many Chinese
leaders also see pointing out their members mistakes as one
way to help them grow. Improvement will be better achieved if
it is not done at the price of acceptance. Empathy interwoven
with acceptance is the opposite of rejection (Greenleaf,
1977/2002). There are no perfect people for us to lead, and
leaders are far from being perfect themselves. Servant-leaders
lead wisely and distinguish people from their performance.
People grow taller when those who lead them empathize and
when they are accepted for what they are (p. 35). Servant-
leaders have empathy for their people and a tolerance of
imperfection, including their own.
Healing
Spears (2010) proclaims One of the great strengths of
servant leadership is the potential for healing one s self and
one s relationship to others (p. 27). At first glance, it seems
that healing has nothing to do with leadership, especially in the
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organizations with making profit as their sole goal. This is also
challenging for Chinese leaders because usually they are not
supposed to bring emotions into their work. But if we see
leadership as happening among people within socially
constructed settings (Berger & Luckmann, 1966), we will
realize that the background of leadership is broken people
coming together and searching for wholeness, for oneness, for
rightness (Greenleaf, 1998). Servant-leaders see the
impediment in organizations as illness, and they enter the
relationship to heal rather than to change or correct (Greenleaf,
1996, p. 92). As healers, they lead toward the healing of
themselves and others because all humans share the search for
wholeness (Greenleaf, 1977/2002).
Awareness
Both awareness of the situation and self-awareness
strengthen servant-leaders (Spears, 2010). The losses we
sustain and the errors we have inherited from our culture, our
own experience, and our learning block our conscious access to
our awareness (Friedman, 2007; Scazzero & Bird, 2003;
Greenleaf, 1977/2002). Some Chinese leaders tend to hold their
door of perception tightly so that they can make the right 
decision without being moved. Servant-leaders build up their
tolerance for awareness and take the risks of being moved 
(Greenleaf, 1977/2002, p. 329). They are brave enough to
widen their awareness so that they can make more intense and
meaningful contact with their situation (Greenleaf, 1998).
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Persuasion
In a hierarchical culture, leaders often wield power through
position in order to enforce their decisions. However, in
ancient China, Confucius (2014) said, A ruler who has
rectified himself [or herself] never gives orders, and all goes
well. A ruler who has not rectified himself [or herself] gives
orders, and the people never follow them (p. 101). Rectified 
in this context means leading by example. Servant-leaders
persuade through words and deeds rather than by positional
authority. At the age of the will to power, servant-leaders
surrender their positional authority and seek to persuade people
by role-modeling and gentle non-judgmental argument 
(Greenleaf, 1977/2002, p. 43).
Conceptualization
Conceptual thinking is based on day-to-day realities, yet
goes far beyond them. For Chinese leaders, the mindless
premium on practices of Western management can be a sign
of lack of conceptualization (Chen, 2008, p. 338). Leaders
should not be consumed by the needs of short-term operational
goals, but strive to provide the visionary and suitable concept
for an organization (Spears, 2010). Conceptualization requires
servant-leaders love for the people, clear vision for the future,
long-term dedication, and well communicated faith in the
worth of people (Greenleaf, 1977/2002).
Foresight
If things far away don t concern you, you ll soon mourn
things close at hand (Confucius, 2014, p. 121). Foresight
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requires a leader to live at two levels of consciousness, the real
world and the detached one (Greenleaf, 1977/2002). The lack
of foresight in the past may result in an unethical action in the
present (Greenleaf, 1977/2002). Foresight enables servant-
leaders to understand the lessons from the past, see and ride
above the events in the present, and foresee the consequence of
a decision for the indefinite future (Greenleaf, 1977/2002;
Spears, 2010). Foresight has been recognized as the most
important virtue for leaders since ancient China. Chinese
historian Sima (1971) wrote approximately 145 B.C. to 86 B.C.,
An enlightened [person] sees the end of things while they are
still in bud, and a wise [person] knows how to avoid danger
before it has taken shape (p. 294).
Stewardship
The understanding of stewardship disarms the will to
misappropriate power because stewardship reminds leaders that
we are here to serve others instead of seizing power to pursue
our own benefits. Servant-leaders, like stewards, assume first
and foremost a commitment to serving the needs of others 
(Spears, 2010, p. 29). (1932/2005) regards political
stewardship as an integral part of Confucianism. In ancient
China, when Emperor Yao chose Shun to sit on the throne, he
reminded Shun that Shun was the steward of Heaven ,
1932/2005).
Commitment to the Growth of People
Emperor Yao said to Shun that If you let this land of the
four seas fall into poverty and desperation, the gift of Heaven is
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lost forever (Confucius, 2014, p. 151). This is the admonition
regarding the commitment to the benefit of people. However,
today under the influence of capitalism, leaders tend to use all
resources to maximize organizational benefit, if not their own.
People have been treated as one of the resources. On the
contrary, servant-leaders commit to the growth of each
individual within the organization. They help individuals to
develop their personal and professional skills, give them
opportunities to practice their learning, invite them in decision-
making, and assist laid-off employees (Spears, 2010).
Building Community
Confucianism emphasizes community and has defined the
societal realm for Chinese people through the millennia. One of
the disciples of Confucius said, The most precious fruit of
Ritual is harmony (Confucius, 2014, p. 22). The pursuit of
harmony within the community or between communities
nurtures the culture of face. However, according to Greenleaf
(1977/2002), building community requires servant-leaders
demonstrating their own unlimited liability for a quite specific
community-related group (p. 53). Community is a real home
of love, a healing shelter, a place where trust and respect can be
found and learned, a kind of power which can lift people up
and help them grow (Greenleaf, 1977/2002).
We can see that servant-leaders commit to build a
community in which people become healthier, wiser, freer,
more autonomous, and more willing to serve while the least
privileged will not be further deprived (Greenleaf, 1977/2002).
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Face-saving becomes unnecessary in this kind of community
since it is a safe and healing place, a loving shelter. Among
these ten characteristics, awareness and healing stand out as
great tools to handle face-saving. We are going to examine
awareness, healing, and face-saving in detail in the next section.
HOW TO HANDLE FACE-SAVING THROUGH
AWARENESS AND HEALING
Examining face-saving in leadership is like examining an
onion and having the endurance and patience to uncover each
layer; sensitivity can be vital. For the sake of this paper, I
would like to draw our attention to leadership at an individual
level and take a close look at leaders fear and lack of options.
Then I will discuss the will to meaning and the will to love that
we need to tackle face-saving and call for awareness and
healing. I will use one of my personal experiences to illustrate
this process. Hopefully this will inspire church leaders to find a
better way to handle face-saving in the Chinese Church.
First, an important consideration is that face-saving is
usually done out of fear and shame (Elias, 1994; Goffman, 1955,
1967). Since societies consist of interdependent individuals
whose needs are rarely equal, power rises in every act of human
relating and usually leans more toward the people with more
resources (Stacey, 2012). As leaders, we are in a situation with
more positional power, and it is easy for us to exert the will to
power to save face or avoid losing face. And the most modest
stage of the will to power is individualism (Nietzsche, 1968, p.
412). We cover our brokenness by being aggressive; we avoid
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changing ourselves by pointing to others; we protect our own
authority by driving away people with disagreement; and we
prevent ourselves from being hurt by valuing individualism and
relational distance (Friedman, 2007; Hofstede, 2001; Scazzero &
Bird, 2003; VanVonderen, 1989). We are afraid of shame and
the desire to be powerful is rooted in the intensity of fear.
Power gives us the illusion of having triumphed over fear, over
our need for love (hooks, 2001, p. 221).
Second, face-saving often occurs due to a lack of options
(Patterson, Grenny, McMillan, & Switzler, 2012). According to
Nietzsche (1968), an ideal of the highest degree of
powerfulness of the spirit is nihilism (p. 14). Active nihilism
has increased power of the spirit and a violent force of
destruction while passive nihilism has decline and recession
of the power of the spirit and a sign of weakness (pp. 17-18).
A person has only two options to fight or to take flight. This
is exactly what we choose to do when our face is threatened.
We get stuck in the fear of losing face and the lack of options.
We see and hear some facts and generate a negative story out
of them; this story results in the rising of fear and we act
defensively, either fight or flight; both are motivated by fear
(Patterson et al., 2012). At one house church, when a group
leader questioned the pastors theological teaching, she was
asked to leave the church. The pastors fear of losing face, the
stories generated about the issue, and the creation of negative
emotions were reasons for this defensive action.
Third, we can overcome fear and lack of options by the will
to meaning and the will to love (Frankl, 1970, 2000; hooks,
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2001). In the eyes of Nietzsche, we can be either destroyers or
runaways; this is because he does not look beyond himself.
Both nihilism and fear are from the lack of self-transcendence.
Self-transcendence is to strive for something outside of
oneself. . . . Only when in service of another does a person
truly know his or her humanity (Frankl, 2000, p. 85). As a
person who survived the Auschwitz concentration camp,
Frankl never gave up the conviction of the unconditional
meaningfulness of life (p. 128) and believed that a person can
find meaning in life by loving (Frankl, 1970). When we love,
we no longer allow our hearts to be held captive by fear. . . . To
return to love, to know perfect love, we surrender the will to
power (hooks, 2001, p. 221).
Fourth, awareness can help us handle face-saving (Brown,
Hernandez, & Villarreal, 2011; Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Spears,
2010). This awareness is not the will to power or the desire to
control, but the ability to view most situations from a more
integrated, holistic position (Spears, 2010, p. 27). According
to Greenleaf (1977/2002), we need to take in more
information from the environment than people normally do
and make more intense contact with our situation. Low
tolerance for awareness will lead us to miss leadership
opportunities. When our doors of perception are wide open,
we are facing the stress and uncertainty of life. We have to
develop detachment, the ability to stand aside and examine
ourselves, and serenity to stand still amidst alarms (Greenleaf,
1977/2002). When we try to save face, with the ability of
detachment, we can notice whether we move away by
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withdrawing, or move toward by seeking to please, or move
against by being aggressive (Horney, 1966; Brown et al.,
2011). Critical awareness skills also help us
move away from reinforcing (I should feel shame),
individualizing (I am the only one), and pathologizing
(I m not normal; something is wrong with me) shame to
contextualizing (I see the big picture), normalizing (I m
not the only one), and demystifying (I ll learn more about
this and share what I know with others) shame. (Brown et
al., 2011, p. 367)
Apparently, awareness is not a giver of solace, but a
disturber and an awakener. Able leaders are usually sharply
awake and reasonably disturbed. . . . They have their own inner
serenity (Greenleaf, 1977/2002, p. 41).
Fifth, we can address face-saving through healing as well
(Forrester, 2010; Frankl, 1970; Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Ray,
2011). Nietzsche (1968) rules out the option of healing and
thus calls for being destroyers (p. 224). On the contrary,
servant-leaders are healers in the sense of making whole by
helping others to a larger and nobler vision and purpose than
they would be likely to attain for themselves (Greenleaf,
1977/2002, p. 240, italics in original). Grace and mercy are in
the process of healing, and Nietzsche knows nothing about
them. Only with our inner serenity and others gracious
presence, can we face the reality of awareness. Our inner
serenity comes from the faith in the ultimate meaning,
preceded by trust in an ultimate being, by trust in God 
(Frankl, 1970, p. 145). Meanwhile, others unconditional
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acceptance and healing presence provide a floor of grace on
which we can experience healing and heal others (Forrester,
2010, p. 218). This search for wholeness is what servant-
leaders share with others (Greenleaf, 1977/2002) and love
heals all (Ray, 2011).
Finally, I propose a holistic way to handle face-saving
using the metaphor of cutting onions as shown in Figure 1.
Face-saving is the outer layer of the onion, which represents
the individual. Awareness, the disturber and awakener
(Greenleaf, 1977/2002), is the knife to cut through the onion in
order to examine it. One s inner serenity and others gracious
presence is the healing container to hold the onion (Forrester,
2010; Frankl, 1970; Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Ray, 2011). The
will to love and the will to meaning are the sustainable powers
to move the whole process (Frankl, 1970, 2000; hooks, 2001).
Otherwise, we will either destroy the onion or throw it away
(Nietzsche, 1968). I am going to use my personal experience to
illustrate this process demonstrated in Figure 1.
The will to love
Awareness
Face-saving The will to meaning
Healing
Figure 1. The holistic process of handling face-saving.
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I felt the loss of face when I attended my daughter Maria s
middle school orientation. My friend Dottie went with me.
After the principal s presentation, we were supposed to have a
tour of the school building and a tryout of the lockers. Maria
was aimlessly following her friends around and later sat down
and had cookies. I asked them to follow the tour, but they
would not give up their cookies. When they finished eating, the
tour was done, and they did not get the chance to try the locker
either. The orientation ended with nothing accomplished except
cookies in their stomachs. I was so upset, and yelled at Maria. I
felt I was losing face because my daughter was not doing the
right thing. My feeling of losing face was reinforced by my
own yelling as well. I was afraid that people would think my
daughter was stupid. Meanwhile, I was ashamed because I felt
that I was a loser and a bad mom; otherwise my daughter s
behavior would fit normal expectations. I definitely
experienced the lack of options because I chose either the fight
or flight approach. For a while, I stood back and did not want
to have any communication with Maria. I thought If you are
not going to do it, it is your problem and has nothing to do with
me. Later, I could not endure this anymore; I chose to fight
and yelled at her. I wielded my will to power and failed.
My friend Dottie was with us. She saw me becoming
angrier and angrier and said to me, It is ok, Jenny. Maria will
be fine. She will figure it out later. She is smart. But my door
of perception was closed, my inner serenity was gone, and I
was focusing on saving my face (Greenleaf, 1977/2002). Dottie
stood beside me and let me take a deep breath. After the
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orientation, she invited me to sit down and had a talk with me.
She emphasized that my daughter is smart, and I am a good
parent as a single mom, I have done a good job. Her
unconditional acceptance gave me the floor of grace (Forrester,
2010), and I began calming down and gaining the awareness of
what had happened. Her positive mirroring gave me the
possibility of self-mirroring (p. 219). Upon this foundation of
grace, I built my identity with a sense of security and began the
process of healing myself (Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Ray 2011).
Jenny, it is ok. You are fine. You are not a loser. And Maria
will be fine. I love both of you. 
Dottie s unconditional love and healing presence moved
me from saving face to developing awareness (Greenleaf,
1977/2002; Forrester, 2010; Brown et al. 2011). I realized that
I had taken actions of saving face. I moved away from Maria
by standing back, and later moved against her by being
aggressive and yelling at her (Horney, 1966; Brown et al.,
2011). I told myself that I should feel ashamed (reinforcing)
because my daughter (individualizing) did not do what she was
supposed to do and something was wrong with me
(pathologizing); otherwise, my daughter would be perfect
(Brown et al., 2011).
This awareness generated by love and healing moved me
out of face-saving. I unfolded some of my unrealistic
expectations (contextualizing), such as I cannot be a perfect
student, or a perfect mom; my daughter s behavior was normal
for her age, and she was nervous for the new school; we were
not alone in our condition and what we experienced was
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ordinary (normalizing); I broke the unspoken rules and shared
my vulnerability with my daughter (demystifying) (Brown et
al., 2011; Brown, 2012).
With better awareness and the healing of myself, I asked
my daughter for forgiveness (Greenleaf, 1977/2002; Ferch,
2012). I told her how I felt, why I was mad at her, what I had
done wrong, and what I thought about what I had done (Brown,
2012). I shared my struggle of saving face and the process of
gaining awareness and healing with love and meaning. I
apologized for what I had done to her and asked her for
forgiveness. We together, with love and awareness, began the
process of healing and search for wholeness. With love and
self-transcendence, I surrender the will to power and the desire
to save face. Church leaders can handle their face-saving
tendency through this holistic process as well.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, I examined face-saving in the Chinese church
setting and my personal leadership. Through the discussion of
the challenge of face-saving and ten characteristics of
Greenleaf s servant-leadership, I proposed a holistic process of
handling face-saving and demonstrated it through my own
experience. Face-saving is out of fear and shame and a mindset
of a lack of options. In order to handle face-saving, leaders
have to develop sharp awareness and promote healing of
themselves and others. This is not a once-for-all process, but an
ongoing process with the will to love and the will to meaning.
Through the model of servant-leadership and this ongoing
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process, we may be able to alleviate face-saving s negative
impact on church leadership, and we may become great
because everybody can be great because everybody can
serve. . . . You only need a heart full of grace, a soul generated
by love (King, 1998, pp. 182-183).
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